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PRODUCT FEATURES

Plan projects with ease.

Milestones, tasklists, and tasks help you organize complex projects into easily 
manageable units. Get more refined control with subtasks, recurring tasks, and 
dependencies.

Get in-depth insights with charts and reports.

charts provide a detailed visual on the progress of your tasks in comparison to 
what was planned. The resource allocation chart lets you know who is free, who is 
engaged, and who is overloaded.

Collaborate seamlessly.

Employees, clients, vendors, or consultants, from near or far can work together 
with our collaboration tools.

Keep track of time.

Everyone working on a project can easily log their billable and non-billable hours.

Track and fix issues fast.

Log bugs and track them as they get fixed and tested. Define custom workflows 
and business rules.

Manage your documents.

Make sure your team always has access to the latest version of all project docu-
ments. Work together on documents, presentations, and spreadsheets using our 
online document tools.
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Project Planning
Easy-to-use drag and drop Gantt charts to facilitate your project structure 
and planning.

Project Tracking
Proactively manage deliverables and budget, so you are coming out 
profitable.

Team Scheduling 
Know who to staff pre-kickoff and who can help when scope changes.

Task Management
Let individuals focus on what they need to do with their task-level chang-
es reflected in the overall project.

Time Tracking
Mobile timers, email timing, task-based time and automated time sheets 
make time-tracking painless.

Project Collaboration
Collaborate with your staff and clients with email sync and tickets and 
gain transparency with a client portal.

Automation & Processes 
Workflows used for reporting and driving actions such as invoicing, time 
approvals and notifications.

Automated Notifications 
Alert team when projects are slowing down or held up before clients call 
you out.

Simply built to help you manage projects seamlessly
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